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About CGS

10 year insurance backed warranty

We understand that your home is your
biggest investment and knowing what
company to use for home improvements
can be a minefield and also quite
stressful.
All of our customers are important to us
and we do everything we can to ensure
the process is as stress-free and as easy
as possible for you. We can go through a
full quotation with you over the phone or
we can send one of our representatives
round to talk you through everything
face to face, whatever is best for you.
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20 years experience
Dedicated customer service departments
Nationwide company with a local feel
Competitive prices

Areas we cover
The Concrete Gutter Specialists are proud to say
that we are a nationwide company. Wherever
you are in the United Kingdom, we are just a
phone call away, ready to come and help you
with your problematic concrete gutters. We
work all over the Country so if you are wondering
whether or not we cover your area; we do.

What are Finlock Gutters?
Concrete guttering can often be found on properties built between 1950’s – late 1960’s and were
designed as a cost effective solution. Sadly as the years have gone by these gutters have caused
more and more issues for homeowners.
A lot of homeowners have tried repairing the guttering by having it lined with various things
like bitumen, aluminium liners and rubber, unfortunately this will not solve the issue of cold
bridging and the only way to permanently remove any issues caused by these gutters is via a full
replacement system like the one we offer.

The Problems they cause...
Damp Inside/ Outside:
This is the most common problem and is untreatable long term
without cutting the gutters away and removing them with uPVC

Do it right, Do it
once.

Bowed Windows:
The concrete guttering on a standard semi-detached home can
equate to almost a tonne in weight and quite often there is no soldier
brick course between the gutters and your windows, this overhanging
weight can cause your window frames to bow.
Lining:
Almost every customer we carry out work for has had their concrete
guttering lined between 2-4 times over the past 20 years, each time
this “quick fix” method has led to further issues and also a reduction
in how much water these gutters can effectively hold.

Why Choose CGS?
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Whatever problems you are suffering with your Finlock Concrete Gutters, you are not
alone. Every year we replace concrete guttering for a thousand homes in the UK all of
whom have the standard concrete gutter issues – damp in the bedrooms – external
leaks down the wall – water in the cavity – bowed windows and a whole host of other
issues.
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The Process

Fear not, we can help you solve these problems.
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Setting up our Easi-Dec access systemAs a company we have invested over £100,000
on Easi-Dec equipment reducing the need
for scaffold and allowing us to get over most
obstacles.

Removal of existing gutter liningsWe push back your tiles where possible and
remove any linings from the gutters, most
customers have had their gutters lined several
times

Removal of the face plates
(square concrete gutter design only)If you have the square style concrete gutters we
will remove the face plates before cutting the
concrete as they can come loose and fall off.

Removing the concrete gutteringWe use a diamond tipped blade to cut the
external gutters off one block at a time reducing
all risk of structural damage.

Install a treated timber faceplateWe will then install a treated timber faceplate
to the remaining concrete block which not only
helps prevent cold bridging but also gives us a
strong base to attach our uPVC products too.

Soffit installationUnlike some companies we install a uPVC soffit
board, this is purely for aesthetics but makes a
huge difference to the final look of the job.
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Most properties we work on are semi-detached
and have shared downpipes therefore we have
a unique way of doing the joining process. Most
companies fail at this part and end up with leaks,
our expertise prevents you from having these
issues.

EPS – Eaves Protection System-
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Installing grade a uPVC fascia boardWe use only the best materials, all of our uPVC
products are Grade A meaning they will not
warp, crack or discoulour. They even come with a
20 year manufacturers guarantee.

Joining to next doors concrete guttering-
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EPS trays are a vital part of the job, they slide
underneath your existing felt which is often
ripped or torn along the bottom of the roof
ensuring that no water can get through into your
home, they also provide ventilation for your roof
space to help dry out any existing damp and
prevent condensation.

Clean down and rubbish removalOnce our fitters complete your installation they
will clean everything down and all the rubbish
will be placed in a heavy duty rubbish bag and
removed with 48 hours.

Gutter & Downpipe InstallationWe replace your existing downpipes for new
uPVC ones, don’t worry if your current ones are
asbestos as we are fully licensed to remove them
and bag them up safely.
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The End Result...

95% of customers opt for white square guttering. However, we
can offer half round gutters and a variety of colours for your
fascia, soffit, and guttering, including woodgrain effects to
match any rosewood or light oak windows you may have.

You know what they say;
“A picture is worth a thousand words”.
This has never been truer, and this is exactly why The
Concrete Gutter Specialists have a portfolio of happy
customers, which we are constantly adding to, so that
we can show off the work that we have done and that
we are proud of.
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